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UNDANCE 26’58
to dig/ to twist 2’38
to walk/ to run 3’32
to fall / to climb 2’39
to slide/ to fall 4’09
to jump/ to hammer 2’38
to catch/ to hop 3’32
to spill / to throw 2’50
to turn/ to cover 5’00

UNDANCE Band
Tim Murray conductor

Crying Out Loud 14’58
Dry and rhythmic 2’41
Singing, bell-like 3’46
More restrained 2’07
Bell-like 2’30
Steady 1’04
Broad and expansive 2’50

No Let Up 8’37
Broad 2’36
Lighter 2’04
[L’istesso tempo] 0’49
[L’istesso tempo] 0’49
[L’istesso tempo] 0’42
Fast and very manic 0’45
Crotchet = 126 0’52

Rambert Orchestra
Paul Hoskins conductor

Total timing 51’01
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It is, of course, Turnage’s propulsive
rhythm that makes his music so
danceable – the pulse that gains spring
and muscle from syncopation, and also
the motifs in motion that so easily
suggest bodies in motion – to the
extent that one has to wonder why he
was not being dragged into ballet
studios long ago. UNDANCE (2011)
was only the second score he wrote to
be choreographed, following From All
Sides (2005-6), which came out of his
period working with the Chicago
Symphony Orchestra and was a
collaboration with Hubbard Street
Dance.

These were not, however, his music’s
first encounters with dancers. Among
several other examples, Crying Out
Loud (2002-3), which he composed for
the Ensemble Modern, attracted the
attention of Heinz Spoerli for his Peer
Gynt ballet of 2007 and was later used
by Ashley Page in his Subterrain. As
this work outstandingly shows, being

danceworthy is not, after all, just a
matter of rhythm but also of
atmosphere and narrative drive – of
urgency. Moreover, the physicality of
the music’s motifs is a physicality of
voice as much as limb. Driving
movement is combined with a wild
vocality of chant, lament and singing
game, in music that is indeed crying
out loud, and perhaps expressing, too,
those moments when tension surges
and patience snaps.

Scored for a new-music big band of
nineteen players, Crying Out Loud
starts by setting up a frame (visual art,
too, one might recall, is important to
this composer) of syncopation on
multiple levels. Constant oscillation
between duple time and triple underlies
staccato orchestral chords that jut in
irregularly, along with a percussion part
on the move. Nothing is stable except
the music’s jolting instability, until a
repeating pattern of three quick beats
starts to insinuate itself.

This prompts a change, and starts a
whole process of switching focus. A
melody unfolds, and typically it is a
unison melody, alloying flute, horn and
cello, followed by another for bass
clarinet with low strings, and so on. All
are placed against the frame, which
goes on shifting until it breaks down
into simple repetition and stops.

Triplet rhythms take over, and in them
more unison melodies, brightly scored
for brass-woodwind combinations and
marked: ‘Singing, bell-like’. This is a new
music, but related to what went before,
and soon the frame is back, with
melody surging over it towards a climax.

Again there is a new character to the
music, within harmonic conditions that
continue, and for the first time solo
voices are heard, in duet: soprano
saxophone and trumpet, ‘Fast and
manic’. Different groups come forward,
eventually joined by the steel points of
high woodwind and violin harmonics
with piano and marimba, from which

point excitement rises to a further
climax and change.

Under the marking ‘More restrained’,
bassoon and viola are the new locked
duo, working with other groups in music
flooded with memories. These break out
in a faster section led by the soprano
saxophone, hurtling to its own doom, to
be replaced by ‘Bell-like’ music of similar
but not exactly repeating figures initiated
by the clarinet.

This is transformed into something
‘Faster and more flowing’, also perhaps
more aggressive, before another
disjunction into a horn duet in dotted
rhythm, ‘Steady’, which alternates with
faster music that becomes ‘Very fast
and frantic’ until it crashes to a halt. 

What comes out of this, ‘Broad and
expansive’, is a tutti of layers in
culminative dissonance of harmony and
tempo. The mood turns ‘Dark and murky’
for a while, and then, slouching and
protesting, the piece moves to its end.

UNDANCE and other dances by Paul Griffiths
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No Let Up (2003) is for a smaller
grouping of flute, pairs of soprano
saxophones and bass clarinets, brass
trio, drum kit, piano and bass guitar, a
formation very similar to that of
Turnage’s Release (1987) – itself an
outcome of work on his opera Greek
(1986-8). But if some ancient
memories are being revived here, the
piece, which was another product of
the Chicago residency, belongs right
up there with Crying Out Loud in points
of zigzagging form, upfront
presentation and savage-yearning-
humorous character.

Two things are different, apart from the
tighter dimensions. No Let Up has a lot
more repetition, a lot more the sense
of a time machine made of sound.
Also, and not unconnectedly, it is made
mostly of motifs rather than melodies,
much of it self-generating from, or
leaping back to, the initial gesture. As
in Crying Out Loud, this is often music
in two or three simultaneous layers,
with groups knocking against each
other in sound and rhythm. The two
soprano saxes, and the two bass
clarinets, energize one another like
athletes, or like dancers, and join in a
neat quartet early on. Alternatively, the

bass clarinets can link with the brass
section. Partnerships swing and swing
about, kicking the basic musical stuff
and running with it.

The same might be said of UNDANCE,
which grew out of a collaboration that
involved not only a choreographer,
Wayne McGregor, but also a visual
artist, Mark Wallinger. Wrapped into the
title are notions of unsafety – of unrest
and uncoiling such as exists, in a bitter
pun, in UN peacekeeping zones.
UNDANCE is partly about failed accord,
a condition on which Turnage’s music,
with its soured tonality, has much to
say. At the same time, each of the
ballet’s eight numbers is related to a
pair of verbs from the list the US artist
Richard Serra drew up in 1967-8 as
instigations for work. These, again, the
score enacts.

In the first dance, for instance, one
might hear the slice of a spade into
soil at the opening, where a chord for
the whole nineteen-piece ensemble –
similar to that for Crying Out Loud, but
with a couple more strings and no
saxophone – is split into two
components. As in the same earlier
work, edgy syncopation recurs as a
frame for tunes, initiated by an

unaccompanied duet for horn and bass
clarinet that soon, as the frame
bounces back, become a horn duo. As
for ‘to twist’, there is that tense
bending in the rhythm, not to mention
the inversion in the horns, when a
descending chromatic scale fragment
(an elemental idea freshly remade)
turns into an ascending one. However,
the music also adds plenty of verbs of
its own: to answer, to grow, to
contrast, to surprise.

So it is in what follows. The dances
begin by alternating quick and slow,
loud and soft, and the second is
generally subdued – though with
friction under its skin as rhythms of
walking (reed instruments at the start)
are tripped up by pizzicato-string
runners. As in several of the
movements, varied repetition at the
end provides closure. There is naturally
more repetition in the scherzo that
comes next, to give way to a beautiful
light-sombre elegy. Both these pieces
include graphic responses to their
verbs, as, respectively, in the high-
stepping climbs of the woodwinds and
the solo cello’s slides.

Nor are jumps hard to find in the fifth
movement. A perky figure that soon

enters here on clarinets seems to
encapsulate Turnage’s harmony in
splicing together the notes of a major
triad and those of a diminished one,
bright and dark. The same players
return alone for the sixth movement,
on clarinet and bass clarinet, playing
games of imitation and capture, all with
the same motifs (even in the trilling
low-register variation).

Spilling and throwing – and pursuit –
can certainly be heard in the seventh
dance. When the rushing semiquavers
are done for a while, a rhythmic unison
recalls a gesture from the first
movement. Also from the first
movement, but decelerated, comes the
main theme of the finale: that
chromatic down-up idea that now
sounds fresh all over again. Turnage
nicely interprets ‘to cover’ in terms of
colour, writing a fugue for wind-string
couples bound in unison, at first all in
the middle register (cor anglais and
cello, bass flute and viola, bassoon and
cello), then higher (trumpet and violin,
clarinet and violin). Music of a more
outward character caps the piece, but
in our memories the gestures are likely
to go on dancing.

© 2014 Paul Griffiths
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If anyone can be described as the
progenitor of UNDANCE, it is Melvyn
Bragg. It was at a South Bank Show
Awards ceremony ten years before that
Mark-Anthony Turnage, composer, and
Mark Wallinger, artist, first met up and
became friends, determined to work
together one day. It was at a similar
gathering, or perhaps even the same
one, that Turnage met Wayne
McGregor and formed the same
conclusion. All it took was McGregor to
encounter Wallinger at a dinner some
years later, to produce three potential
collaborators in search of a project.

Then Alistair Spalding, Artistic Director
of Sadler’s Wells, entered the picture,
with his determination to commission
new live music for contemporary
dance. One day in 2010, he gathered
the three men together round a table,
and UNDANCE was properly born.

At that first meeting, it was Wallinger, a
dance lover since childhood, who took
the lead: ‘I thought, if I am going to
have any meaningful role in this
process, I am going to have to be the
instigator in some sense,’ he says. ‘I

am going to have to give something
that, even if not absolutely resolved,
gives enough of a context for Mark to
go away and write the music and
Wayne to create the choreography, and
for all to agree that it was a reasonable
idea.’

So he presented the group with a little
book in which he outlined a group of
interwoven thoughts, like a conceptual
artwork in miniature. He was already
fascinated by the work of photographic
pioneer Eadweard Muybridge, who
pinioned human movement within a
grid of measurement.

‘I felt the grid bridges the gap between
Alberti’s window, which Renaissance
painters used to establish perspective,
through to Modernism. It is a way of
dividing the world in space, and it
represented an ideological shift in the
way artists analysed the world.’

So, he set Muybridge’s list of the
action verbs he photographed and
animated alongside the actions that
sculptor Richard Serra listed as his
own response to a Grand Tour of

Europe, when he was trying to return
to first principles. For good measure,
he threw in Newton’s laws of motion,
Michael Jackson’s moonwalk and the
idea of the UN un-doing the problems
caused by war and unrest: ‘I had been
to a few places in the world where
there has been conflict, and after a
while I started seeing the UN signs as
‘un’-signs – a plea for redemption in
places where we have messed up. We
need to know that chance is there, that
we can redeem ourselves.’

For Wallinger to take the lead in this
way was daunting: ‘Wayne was very
good. He said ‘treat it like another
work’, which is a great thing to say and
helped immediately to calm me down.’ 

For McGregor, on the other hand, it was
unusual to be given so complex an idea
devised by someone else at such an
early stage. ‘But I do tend to want to
listen to what the person I am working
with has to say; not to be totally
subservient, but to listen because I want
it to be as much theirs as it is mine.’

Each man took Wallinger’s starting
point and interpreted the rules in a
slightly different way. Turnage, who had
to produce his contribution first, played

with a series of dualisms – to dig/ to
twist, to jump/ to hammer, to slide/ to
fall and so on – composing over a
period of three months, a score which
was then performed at two workshops
in London for McGregor to hear.

Between the two, he made substantial
changes: eleven movements became
eight, and those sections deemed too
short were extended. Did he not mind?
‘No, because that’s what being in the
theatre is all about. If you don’t have
that flexibility then it is mad really.’

Meanwhile, McGregor went into the
studio at Dartington and decided to
‘play’. ‘I wasn’t going to have a big
scheme, or an end point in place. In
the same way as Serra enacted his
verbs in his sculptures, I enacted them
in dance to create a lot of material to
choose from.’ Characteristically
though, working with the dancers, he
introduced a further level of
complication by asking
OpenEndedGroup to provide a
computer model with which the
company could further explore the
meaning of each verb.

‘If you were looking at ‘to run’, you
might start with the letter R, or an

The Birth of UNDANCE by Sarah Crompton
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abstract line and ask it to take on the
behaviour of running. That means you
are thinking about what the action
means, and whether you can recognise
it as ‘to run’ rather than ‘to jump’. It is
just another creative starting point to
make something.’

In the studio, that meant computers
whirred round the side of the space,
screens flickering with abstract shapes
that looked like hyperactive
screensavers, while in the middle of
the room, the company experimented
in different ways as McGregor built a
vocabulary of steps and blocks of
dance which he could then shape into
a piece. When he had an hour of
material ready to be seen, Wallinger
came to watch.

‘That was very different for me,
because usually I am the arbiter in
those situations. I decide what has
resonance for me, what happens
structurally,’ McGregor says. ‘And what
was interesting was all of a sudden we
were doing it together, through his
eyes, and he was telling me what he
was seeing and how he felt it related to
his imagination in terms of what he had
written.’

Such intense collaboration was exactly
what McGregor had hoped for,
unsettling though it was. ‘I wanted to
work with Mark because I was
interested in seeing whether he could
challenge my ways of working,’ he
says. Both the depth and flexibility of
their conversation has continued right
up to the work being seen on stage as
they discussed introducing a film
element into the piece, and
experimented with the order of the
music, which Turnage was happy to
see manipulated. He, too, has been
extraordinarily supportive, if slightly
detached. ‘Composers are always left
out. We are not performers.’

The comment is made with great good
humour. What has been remarkable
about this enterprise is the way in
which three artists each an undisputed
leader in their field, have come
together with such ease and modesty
in order to create something that all
hope will be greater than the sum of its
parts. As Mark Wallinger says: ‘It’s like
a supergroup.’ And then he roars with
laughter: ‘And I’m the drummer.’

© 2011 Sarah Crompton

Born in Britain in 1960, Turnage
studied with Oliver Knussen and John
Lambert, and later with Gunther
Schuller. With the encouragement of
Hans Werner Henze, he wrote his first
opera, Greek, for the Munich Biennale
festival, receiving a triumphant
premiere in 1988. The ensuing
worldwide productions established
Turnage’s international reputation. The
works that followed, Three Screaming
Popes, Kai, Momentum and Drowned
Out, stemmed from a four-year period
as Composer in Association with the
City of Birmingham Symphony
Orchestra and Sir Simon Rattle, from
1989 to 1993. 

Three years later Blood on the Floor
was commissioned by Ensemble
Modern: written for John Scofield,
Peter Erskine and Martin Robertson, it
demonstrates Turnage’s ability to draw
inspiration from the unique sounds of
particular performers, often working in
close collaboration. It was
choreographed by Wayne McGregor in
L’Anatomie de la Sensation, premiered
by Paris Opera Ballet in July 2011.

Turnage’s major work in the late
Nineties was his second full-length
opera, The Silver Tassie, premiered in
February 2000 to exceptional acclaim
at English National Opera, where he
was Composer in Association. It won
both the South Bank Show and Olivier
Awards for Opera in 2001. The new
century also brought Turnage’s
appointment in 2000 as the BBC
Symphony Orchestra’s first Associate
Composer. 

In 2002, Sir Simon Rattle conducted
Blood on the Floor at one of his first
concerts as Chief Conductor of the
Berlin Philharmonic; Rattle and the BPO
went on to commission Ceres, an
‘orchestral asteroid’ which received its
premiere performance in 2006. Other
significant works from this period
include Bass Inventions, premiered by
the bass player Dave Holland in
Amsterdam in 2001, and Scorched,
co-written with John Scofield for jazz
trio and orchestra, premiered in 2002
with the Frankfurt Radio Symphony
Orchestra and Big Band, conducted by
Hugh Wolff.

Mark-Anthony Turnage
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In 2005 Turnage was appointed
Composer in Residence with the
London Philharmonic Orchestra; this
produced his first violin concerto
(Mambo, Blues and Tarantella, 2008),
for Christian Teztlaff and the LPO with
Vladimir Jurowski. From 2006 until
2010 Turnage was also appointed
Mead Composer in Residence with the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra, for
whom he wrote From All Sides and
Chicago Remains. 

His third opera Anna Nicole was
premiered at Covent Garden in 2011,
with broadcasts on television and
radio; this was followed by two ballet
scores in 2011/12 – UNDANCE for
Sadler’s Wells, and Trespass for the
Royal Ballet, choreographed by Alastair
Marriott and Christopher Wheeldon. A
cello concerto for Paul Watkins

received its premiere in 2012, while in
2013 Turnage was featured composer
with the London Symphony Orchestra,
for whom he wrote Speranza. A Piano
Concerto for Marc-André Hamelin and a
new concerto featuring jazz drummer
Peter Erskine were also premiered in
2013. 

Much of Turnage’s music is recorded
on Decca, Chandos, EMI, Black Box
and the London Philharmonic Orchestra
label; Scorched, on Deutsche
Grammophon, was nominated for a
Grammy. Turnage is Research Fellow in
Composition at the Royal College of
Music, and published by Boosey &
Hawkes. Works written before 2003
are published by Schott. 

Reprinted by kind permission of 
Boosey & Hawkes

Sadler’s Wells is a world leader in
contemporary dance presenting a vibrant
year-round programme of dance of every kind

- from tango to hip hop, ballet to flamenco, Bollywood to cutting-edge contemporary
dance - bringing the best of international and British dance to audiences at our
three theatres in London.

We also commission and produce original new work for our stages and tour it to
major arts venues around the world. Since 2005 we have helped to bring over 80
new dance works to the stage.

Our goal is to grow the public’s enjoyment and understanding of dance by making
dance relevant, meaningful and enriching. At the same time we seek to develop the
art form by supporting artists and the creation of exciting new work.

www.sadlerswells.com

Information about the artists on this disc can be found on NMC’s
website: www.nmcrec.co.uk

Rambert, the national company for
contemporary dance, is the most
distinctive and the most creative
working in Britain today.

Founded by Marie Rambert in 1926, the
Company has sustained her pioneering
commitment to choreography and
developing dancers as artists, leading
the way for over 85 years. 

Today, the Company thrives on its
unique ability to share with audiences
the widest range of repertoire: works
from our rich heritage as the UK’s
oldest dance company; new works and

re-stagings by choreographers from all
over the world, and landmark dance
from the 20th century. Rambert is now
an important commissioner of music,
and a champion of emerging
composers. The Company is also
renowned for its use of live music and
is the only UK-based contemporary
dance company always to tour with an
orchestra.

www.rambert.org.uk 
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